
. . . with Stockbridge Designs

We are part of the

KJM Group Ltd

and have been

building

conservatories

for nearly 

25 years.

Our emphasis

on quality extends

to employing all

our own installers

and base building

crews to give you

the service and attention to detail you require.

We look after the whole project from start to finish, from handling your

planning application (if required) through designing and building your ideal

conservatory, to fitting blinds and supplying furniture

as a finishing touch.
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Stockbridge Designs Conservatories are light, airy and spacious and also strong,
safe and secure.

Have a new home without the trauma of moving from your old one! We’ll guide
you through the options available.

Do you choose the elegance of traditional hardwood or the practicality of PVCu
with its steel re-inforced multi-chamber construction?

The one shown below has been built for use as an orchid house and has been
designed to be both functional (to fit in with orchid growing needs) and
aesthetically pleasing to match the setting.



Your new conservatory will
be part of your home and
part of your garden too.

In summer, open the doors
and allow the fragrance of
the flowers inside – bring
your garden indoors.

In the spring or autumn, it
will be warm and cosy –
bring your lounge into the
garden, shutting the cold
wind firmly outside.



How will you use it? To entertain family and friends on
pleasant, warm evenings or perhaps to enjoy peaceful
solitude with the Sunday papers?

We can design a conservatory to suit your many
requirements. That is why Stockbridge Designs offer
a bespoke service. 

No two conservatories are ever quite the same.
To fit in with both your house and your ideas, it has
to be a one off. Indulge yourself in the sheer pleasure
a conservatory can bring.

Or build it as an alternative to a home extension.
Whatever your reasons, design and technology
combine to provide the ideal solution for you, your
lifestyle, your property and of course, your budget.

Stockbridge
Designs are

specialists in
designing beautiful

conservatories, indeed
at the time of writing we

have won no less than three
national awards in three

separate years for our
conservatories. 

Each one is individually
designed to complement

the property it will be
built on and to meet
the owner’s specific

requirements.



Which way will your conservatory face? 

North, South, East or West? Facing East will

create a sunny breakfast room, West will allow

it to fill the warm glow of the setting sun.

North facing will give a little of both with a

cooler temperature throughout the day, whilst

those facing South will have sunlight from

dawn to dusk.

You will require less 

heating and more 

ventilation in a South 

facing conservatory than

one which faces North.

As a rough guide, aim for 

15% to 25% of the floor

area as opening windows

and roof vents.

Elegant blinds can also 

reduce the glare of the

sun and help keep 

the temperature down.

With opening and closing

roof vents, choose from

the traditional winding

pole or the effortless

electric motor.

Or why not go for the 

ultimate of a climatically 

controlled sensor and 

operating system.



Sit and admire your
landscape, after all, nowhere
else will give you such a view

of your garden whilst still
protecting you from the

elements. Make it your own
personal window on

the world.
Choose from our

extensive range of materials
and glazing options to further

personalise and enhance
your conservatory.

Modern conservatories

are vastly different to

early examples built 

primarily to protect

exotic plants from the

worst of our weather. 

With the level of

insulation we offer,

you can have a

conservatory you can

use all year round.



Whatever

your style of

home, whatever

your lifestyle, we

are confident we

can design and build

a conservatory to

match your ideal.

With the wide

choice of colours in

traditional hardwood

or PVCu, you are in

control of the finished

room, and can

work with our

designers from

day one.



Most people find that they ‘live’

in their new conservatory far more

than they originally imagined, so try

to allow room for this when

designing yours.

It often becomes the focal point 

of the house, to be used all year

round, and at night too.

The warm glow of the lighting makes

the conservatory even more inviting.

The open feel of a conservatory is
enhanced by keeping the frame and
roof bars as slim as possible whilst not
detracting from their structural
integrity.

The elegantly crafted profiles, even
in conservatories big enough to house
a swimming pool, sit hand in hand
with strength and security.



Traditional Elegance
in Modern Settings



Hip Roof Conservatories



The inside is as pleasing
to the eye as the outside



Listed Buildings

Our designers are

happy to advise on

all aspects, whether

a Georgian house in

London or a chalk

and flint cottage in

Hampshire.



Clean lines complete a
Japanese Garden in
Richmond, Surrey



Making Good Use of a
Garden Wall

High roof and glass

allows the light to

still flood an

otherwise dark

corner.



Clean and Simple Lines



Commercial Installations
. . . Can be anything from a Canteen for Twinings tea factory

to a Dayroom at Andover Hospital.


